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Abstract This paper studies the joint determination of sovereign borrowing, default and debt restructuring outcomes. In the data, low debt recovery rates are associated with deep recessions in defaulting countries, high indebtedness at the time of default, and high borrowing costs post-default. I develop a dynamic model of sovereign debt to account for these facts. Recovery rates in the model are determined as the result of two countervailing forces: Cyclical conditions which reduce recovery rates in recessions, and procyclical borrowing which has the opposite eect. The former needs to be suciently strong for the model to match the data, and I present empirical evidence and a theoretical rationale for such excess sensitivity of restructuring outcomes to cyclical conditions in the form of countercyclical bargaining power of the sovereign. In the calibrated model, I show that accounting for the cyclicality of recoveries is important for correctly predicting the timing of default events. Procyclical and low recovery rates are detrimental for welfare, but the gains from eliminating the cyclicality are more than twice as high as those from raising average recovery rates. Keywords: Sovereign default, debt restructuring, debt recovery rates JEL: F34 1



Introduction



Sovereign defaults entail haircuts for investors: The borrowing country typically writes o part but not all of its debt. How much of their investment creditors recover is systematically related to macroeconomic conditions in the defaulting country both pre- and post-default. Defaulters tend to repay less of what they owe if they experience severe recessions during
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default; they repay a smaller share the more debt they default on; and smaller shares repaid are associated with higher borrowing costs post-restructuring. Recent empirical advances have improved available estimates of debt recovery rates and their linkages with the macroeconomy, and quantitative sovereign default models increasingly include non-zero recovery rates. But it is an open question to what extent these theories are successful at accounting for the behavior of recovery rates jointly with other key variables of interest such as cyclical conditions and debt levels. This is what this paper addresses. I develop a dynamic model of sovereign debt that can account for key features of borrowing, default and restructuring outcomes. The model builds on a standard sovereign default framework: A benevolent government borrows externally in order to smooth consumption against stochastic endowment shocks, but cannot commit to repay. I incorporate endogenous recovery rates resulting from debt renegotiations between the sovereign and creditors in a static Nash bargaining game over the joint surplus. Bond spreads in the model reect both default probabilities and expected recovery rates, and the sovereign takes into account the eect of additional borrowing on spreads. I show that recovery rates in this model are determined as the result of two opposing forces: On the one hand, high output leads to high recovery rates, as in the data. This is because good times are periods of low default risk in the model, and so the sovereign can aord to repay more of the face value without driving down the market value of the new debt, maximizing the joint surplus in the restructuring game. On the other hand, more defaulted debt lowers recovery rates, everything else equal, and the sovereign defaults on more debt if it occurs during good times.



Thus, via this debt channel, recovery rates tend to be lower



in good times, contrary to what is observed in the data. In the canonical model, the debt channel dominates the output channel, leading to the failure of the theory to account for the key empirical properties of recovery rates. To reconcile model and data, I propose an excess sensitivity of recovery outcomes to cyclical conditions: In defaults that are accompanied by particularly bad recessions, the country optimally receives a larger share of the surplus over and above that implied by Nash payos than in defaults that occur during milder downturns. I show in a simplied version of the model that such countercyclical bargaining power arises endogenously if there is a benevolent third party such as a supranational policymaker that is involved in the bargaining process (but not the day-to-day borrowing), and I present empirical evidence for such involvement of third parties in debt renegotiations. In the full model, I implement the excess sensitivity of bargaining outcomes to cyclical conditions in reduced form and explore its quantitative implications. A version of the model calibrated to Argentina captures the empirical relationship between recovery rates and macro variables: Low recovery rates are preceded by worse recessions and higher indebtedness, and result in higher borrowing costs post-restructuring.
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The model successfully predicts the negative correlation between recovery rates and spreads because default risk remains countercyclical in the quantitative model. In the basic model, default risk is higher in bad times implying countercyclical spreads. Here, there is an osetting eect: Low recoveries in bad times reduce default risk since default incentives are increasing in debt, and thus imply procyclical spreads, everything else equal. Quantitatively, the rst eect remains suciently strong for the model to predict countercyclical spreads and thus a negative correlation between recovery rates and spreads. I explore which features of the model are quantitatively and qualitatively important for the success of the model. I show that long term bonds are crucial for the ability of the theory to account for recovery rate co-movements. With short term debt, spreads do not vary enough with output, especially immediately post-restructuring when default risk is low. The average default duration on the other hand is shown to be quantitatively but not qualitatively important: Longer exclusion periods render cyclical conditions at the time of default uncorrelated with those at the time of restructuring, but for empirically plausible default episode durations of up to 25 years the model continues to imply procyclical recovery rates. Average bargaining power of the sovereign also aects the cyclicality of renegotiation outcomes, but does not qualitatively change the co-movement of recovery rates. In terms of policy implications, I show that omitting the cyclicality of recoveries from the theory results in systematically incorrect predictions of the timing of default events. In particular, while aggregate default rates across models with and without excess sensitivity of bargaining power are similar, the model that is consistent with the data in terms of the co-movement of recovery rates predicts defaults to occur systematically earlier, on average by one quarter. On the normative side, I show that bargaining protocols that allow for either procyclical or low recovery rates are detrimental for welfare from an ex-ante perspective. Even though higher debt write-downs, particularly in bad times, are benecial to the sovereign in those states of the world, the anticipation of these write-downs also increase incentives to default, and the welfare losses associated with these increased default incentives dominate the potential gains. For the benchmark model, welfare gains from eliminating the procyclicality of bargaining outcomes are worth 0.25% of lifetime consumption. high as the gains from reducing



average



This makes them more than twice as



recovery rates.



The analysis thus suggests one



concrete welfare-improving policy prescription for debt restructurings: To ignore weak cyclical conditions as an argument for lenient restructuring terms.



1.1 Literature The empirical observations that motivate this paper are based on recovery rate estimates and results in Cruces and Trebesch (2013). In that paper the authors shows that recovery rates
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tends to be negatively related to post-restructuring spreads. I highlight two additional facts  the relationship of recovery rates with both cyclical conditions and indebtedness. These are consistent with evidence based on recovery rate estimates by Benjamin and Wright (2009), also discussed in Yue (2010). The theoretical part of the paper builds on the literature on sovereign default in the spirit of Eaton and Gersovitz (1981).



There is a large number of studies that extend the



benchmark quantitative sovereign default models of, for example, Arellano (2008) or Aguiar and Gopinath (2006) along several dimensions. It is becoming increasingly common to include positive recovery rates in these theories, but their ability to account for key empirical features of recovery rates, including their cyclical properties, has not been evaluated. There are a number of contributions that discuss some of the aspects of debt recovery that this paper focuses on: Yue (2010) shows that an optimal debt recovery rate resulting from Nash bargaining is negatively related to the amount of borrowing in a standard sovereign default model. She does not discuss the co-movement with spreads or cyclical conditions, and restricts attention to short debt. Benjamin and Wright (2009) develop a sophisticated theory of determinants of recovery rates and delays.



They do not incorporate long debt and and



their focus is on the endogenous determination of default duration rather than recovery rate properties. Kovrijnykh and Szentes (2007) propose a stylized theory of delays in renegotiations that provides a reason for why countries restructure in relatively good times, but that likewise does not attempt to explain the co-movement of recovery rates with other endogenous variables. Hatchondo et al. (2014) study the dierence between defaults and voluntary debt exchanges, nding that prohibiting voluntary debt exchanges is welfare improving, which mirrors the results in this paper that dicult restructuring is benecial ex-ante. Also related to the welfare results, Bolton and Jeanne (2007) show that making debt harder to renegotiate ex-post yields ex-ante welfare benets, which is consistent with the results in this paper as, in this framework, high or procyclical recovery rates amount to easy-to-restructure debt from the perspective of the borrower. Asonuma (2016) explains a negative correlation between recovery rates and spreads as the result of borrowers bargaining over both recoveries and spreads, and there being penalty spreads when recovery rates are low. I explain this correlation instead as reecting endogenous default and repayment risk. Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2013) and Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2015) use a model similar to the one in this paper to study debt dilution. None of these contributions explore, or are able to account for, the observed relationships between cyclical conditions, sovereign borrowing and debt recovery which this paper focuses on. Given the trend in the literature to include renegotiations in sovereign default models as an increasingly common feature, it is important to analyze how they t into this framework. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. I review the empirical regularities (section
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(2)) and present the model (section (3)), including a discussion of the determinants of recovery rates, as well as causes of and evidence for countercyclical bargaining power. I then move to the quantitative model with the calibration (section (4)) and main numerical results (section (5)).



I nally discuss robustness and welfare results (sections (6) and (7)), and conclude



(section (8)).
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Recovery rates in the data



This section discusses the empirical relationship between recovery rates and other macroeconomic outcomes. It highlights three patterns of sovereign borrowing, default and renegotiation outcomes: Sovereign defaulters repay a larger share of what they owe if their economies are doing relatively well; if they did not default on much debt in the rst place; and if they are able to borrow again relatively cheaply. The analysis is based on a comprehensive data set of all sovereign default and renegotiation events worldwide since 1970. Renegotiation events and recovery rate estimates are taken from Cruces and Trebesch (2013). Recovery rates are measured as the ratio of the net present value of restructured debt instruments to the net present value of old debt instruments, discounted at the same yield as the new instruments, the preferred measure in Cruces and Trebesch (2013) as well as Sturzenegger and Zettelmeyer (2008), which the former is partly based on. Default events are based on Beers and Chambers (2006).



For each restructuring event, I compile



data on output, debt and spreads for the defaulting country. Overall, the data set covers 166 renegotiations that took place following 88 defaults in 67 separate countries between 1970 and 2010 (see the appendix for a full list). Figure (1) shows the unconditional correlations of recovery rates with the three variables of interest across renegotiation events.



The rst panel plots recovery rates against debt,



measured as public external debt 5 years prior to the corresponding restructuring event. Debt is measured as a percentage of GDP and taken from the World Bank WDI database. The choice of 5 years prior to restructuring is guided by the median default episode duration in the sample. I do not use debt at default since single default events are frequently associated with multiple renegotiations in the data set, and debt is not constant throughout default episodes. The gure shows that, unconditionally, a 10 percentage point lower debt ratio is associated with an approximately 1.5 percentage point higher recovery rate. The correlation in the sample is 0.46. Note that recovery rates can exceed one because they are computed as the change in the present discounted value of expected payments. A maturity extension without a face value reduction for a given defaulted bond counts as a recovery rate less than one, for example, while a cash payout or other measure that brings the payment stream forward in time can lead to recovery rates greater than one (see Sturzenegger and Zettelmeyer, 2008).
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Figure 1: Correlation of recovery rates with debt, output and spreads
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The second panel of Figure (1) illustrates the relationship between recovery rates and cyclical conditions. Output is linearly detrended log real GDP from the World Bank WDI, measured as the trough during default episodes.



The gure shows that recovery rates and



cyclical conditions are positively related, with a sample correlation of 0.26. A 10% increase in output during default is associated with a 6 percentage point higher recovery rate. Finally the third panel of Figure (1) shows the scatter of recovery rates and post-renegotiation borrowing costs.



The measure of borrowing costs is the annual JP Morgan Global EMBI



1 There are relatively few restructuring events



spread, observed one year after a restructuring.



for which spread data is available since these spread time series frequently only go back to the mid or late 1990s, while many default episodes occurred in the 1980s. Nonetheless and consistent with Cruces and Trebesch (2013), the gure traces out a negative relationship between spreads and recoveries, with a sample correlation of -0.21. In terms of example default and restructuring events, Ecuador's 1999 default, which is included in the Figure, is a relatively representative episode. The default involved a recession, with a trough of GDP around 11% below trend, public external debt/GDP stood at around 60%, and following a haircut of 40% (recovery rate of 60%), Ecuador subsequently borrowed at interest rates rates of just under 30%. The Argentinian 2001-2005 default is more extreme in terms of investor losses and macroeconomic conditions during default. The country experienced a severe recession with output 14% below trend. Debt to GDP stood at around 30%. Investors lost more than 70% of their investment, but Argentina was able to borrow at 25% interest rates subsequently. An obvious question is whether these results depend on country- or time specic characteristics.



Table (1) therefore reports results from univariate and bivariate regressions of



output and debt on recovery rates that include country and decade xed eects.



2 It shows



that the results are robust to controlling for dierences across countries and time. The nal column shows that a default episode with output 10% below trend is associated with recovery rates almost 6pp lower than a default that occurs with output at trend, while an increase in debt ratios by 10pp tends to raise recovery rates modestly by 0.4pp.
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In the next section, I will develop and analyze a model that can capture these empirical patterns.



1



This relationship continues to hold at longer horizons up to at least 7 years post-restructuring, see Cruces and Trebesch (2013). 2 I am not reporting results for regressions using spreads, see Cruces and Trebesch (2013) for details of those results. 3 The appendix shows that the results are robust to a number of alternative debt and output, as well as detrending, measures. 7



Table 1: Recovery rates (1) Output trough



(2)



(3)



∗∗∗



∗



0.606



(0.173) Debt/GNI



(4)



-0.145



∗∗∗



∗



0.831



0.582



(0.440)



(0.339)



∗∗∗



-0.082



∗∗∗



-0.041



(0.049)



(0.022)



(0.013)



Observations



163



138



138



138



2 Adjusted R



0.066



0.199



0.639



0.738



Country FE



no



no



yes



yes



Time FE



no



no



no



yes



Standard errors in parentheses Output: log, linearly detrended, trough in default. Debt: Public external debt/GNI, 5 yrs pre-restructuring ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01 3



A model of sovereign borrowing, default, and restructuring



This section describes a model of sovereign borrowing, default and restructuring that can speak to the empirical regularities just outlined. I rst present the main borrowing and default model, followed by a discussion of the restructuring process. The borrowing and default parts of the model are standard and follow the sovereign default framework with long bonds as, for example, in Arellano and Ramanarayanan (2012), Hatchondo and Martinez (2009) or Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012).



The restructuring process is similar to Yue (2010) and



Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2013). The framework is a small, open endowment economy populated by a representative household, a benevolent government and risk-neutral international investors. Time is discrete and innite. The household receives stochastic income, lump-sum transfers from the government and consumes the single consumption good.



The government borrows from international



investors in order to smooth household consumption against endowment shocks, but lacks commitment to its policies and can thus default on outstanding obligations. The only asset available to the government by assumption are long term non-contingent real bonds.



Fol-



lowing a default, the government is excluded from borrowing for a stochastic period of time, after which it renegotiates its debt with creditors and re-enters capital markets with the restructured debt. Long term bonds are modeled as perpetuities with geometrically decaying payment streams



4 This keeps



as in Arellano and Ramanarayanan (2012) and Hatchondo and Martinez (2009).
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This is also equivalent to the Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012) specication with no coupon payments, where the geometric decay is interpreted as probabilistic maturing. 8



the state space parsimonious as it allows for a recursive representation of the stock of debt and thus a parameterization of the average maturity of the outstanding debt, rather than adding state variables for bonds of dierent maturities. Consider issuing a bond with face value suppose fraction



qt at



λ



in



that is sold in the market at unit price



qt ,



and



of the bond matures each period. Issuing this bond then means receiving



today, and promising to make payments



(1 − λ)j−1 at



at at



tomorrow,



(1−λ)at



in



t+2 and more generally



t + j, ∀j > 0.



The debt stock at a given point in time



t



is dened as the sum of payments on all future



bond issuances that become due today, that is



bt = at−1 + (1 − λ)at−2 + (1 − λ)2 at−3 + . . . + (1 − λ)j−1 at−j + ... + (1 − λ)t b0 and I can therefore write the stock of debt recursively as



bt+1 = at + (1 − λ)bt



(1)



The assumption that the government lacks commitment to future borrowing and repayment policies introduces a time-consistency problem. In order to borrow resources and increase consumption today, the government would like to increase the bond price as much as possible by credibly promising not to default. But at the beginning of the next period, the inelastically supplied outstanding stock of debt means that it is tempting for the government not to repay. As is typical of papers in this literature, I focus on the Markov perfect equilibrium of the model which yields a solution that embodies the lack of commitment but is time-consistent. In this equilibrium, policies are functions of the current state only, and future policy functions are taken as given. This creates endogenous borrowing limits: The government today when choosing optimal borrowing takes into account that borrowing too much will lower the equilibrium bond price and thus its revenue because it internalizes that high borrowing results in high debt and thus strong default incentives tomorrow. But the government cannot, for example, take into account how the history of its past policy choices have aected the state that it faces today. I dene the problem of the government recursively. with inherited stock of debt value function.



b, and output realization y .



The government enters any period Let



V (b, y) denote the corresponding



The government then decides whether to default with a value of



repay with a value of



V



V d (y)



or



r (b, y):



V (b, y) = max



n o (1 − d)V r (b, y) + dV d (y)



d∈{0,1}
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(2)



If it repays, it has the choice of how much to borrow and consume:



  V r (b, y) = max u(c) + βEy0 |y V (b0 , y 0 ) 0 c,b



subject to



I write the problem in terms of choosing the stock of debt next period issuance



(3)



c − q (b0 , y)(b0 − (1 − λ)b) = y − b r



b0



rather than bond



a using the recursive law of motion for the stock of debt, equation (1). q r (b0 , y) is the



price of a unit bond conditional on repayment which depends only on the endowment and the stock of debt next period since it reects repayment probabilities which are purely forward looking, as is further explained below. If the government decides to default, it is excluded from capital markets for a stochastic period of time. When it re-enters, it renegotiates its obligations with its creditors, and then has the option to default, or to borrow, given the newly renegotiated stock of debt. The value of default is thus given by



h   i V d (y) = u(y d ) + βEy0 |y ηV ˜b(y), y 0 + (1 − η)V d (y 0 ) where



d and y



˜b(y) is the renegotiated debt level, η



≤y



(4)



is the probability of re-entering capital markets



a direct output cost of default. I assume that exclusion duration is exogenous.
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While excluded, the country suers a default penalty in the form of a reduction in the endowment,



yd ≤ y.



This assumption is standard in the literature and intended to capture in a



simple way real costs associated with a default, such as disruptions to trade or the banking sector. The renegotiated debt level



˜b(y)



is determined in a static Nash bargaining game over the



joint debtor and creditor surplus from restructuring, which is discussed in detail in the next section. Together with the stock of defaulted debt



b,



this pins down recovery rates



˜b b in the



6 The cyclical properties of recovery rates depend on the co-movement of both



model.



with output. Procyclicality of



˜b helps



˜b and b



the model replicate procyclical recovery rates as in the



data, while procyclical defaulted debt does the opposite. In the quantitative implementation of the model, it turns out that both



˜b



and



b



are procyclical, and so the cyclical properties



of recovery rates are ambiguous in principle: On the one hand, recovery rates tend to high in relatively good times because those are periods of low default risk when the sovereign can



5



For a study of endogenous delays in renegotiations see for example Benjamin and Wright (2009). Adding delays substantially complicates the theory and I abstract from them here since the goal of this paper is to provide a tractable framework that can be used to study the interaction between borrowing and recovery outcomes, but that nests a standard quantitative sovereign default model. I investigate how changes in exclusion duration aect restructuring outcomes in the robustness section of the paper. 6 This is the measure that corresponds to the empirical measure of recovery rates. Mark-to-market req(˜ b,y)˜ b coveries for investors in the model would be q(b,y)b . What Sturzenegger and Zettelmeyer (2008) call the face ˜ ˜ q(b,y)b value recoveries are b . 10



aord to repay more of the face value without driving down the market value of the new debt. On the other hand, defaults that occur during relatively good times tend to be associated with high levels of defaulted debt, which everything else equal lowers recovery rates. Before turning to the restructuring game, note that the price of a unit bond



q r (b0 , y)



in



d repayment and q (y) in default is determined by risk-neutral competitive investors' prot maximization and will thus be given by:



q r (b0 , y) =



  1 0 r 0 00 01 d 0 0 q (y ) E (1 − d )[1 + (1 − λ)q (y , b )] + d b0 1 + rf y |y



(5)



h i q d (y) = Ey0 |y η˜b(y 0 )q r (y 0 , ˜b(y 0 )) + (1 − η)q d (y 0 ) where



b00 = h(b0 , y 0 )



and



d0 = g(b, y)



(6)



are the borrowing and default policies, respectively, that



the government is expected to follow. The price reects future repayment probabilities: In the case of repayment - the rst term on the right hand side of equation (5) - investors tomorrow receive 1 coupon from a unit bond issuance, plus the expected value of all future coupon payments. If there are no further issuances, those future coupon payments are simply given by



(1 − λ)j−1



for every future period



t + j, j ≥ 1.



But future debt issuances aect default



probabilities and therefore the value of promised coupon payments of current issuances. If the government issues large amounts of debt in the future, this will make default on all outstanding obligations, including past ones, more likely since he by assumption declares default on all outstanding debt at once. This eect is captured by the price at which today's issuance could sell tomorrow, taking as given the government's future borrowing policy,



q r (h(b0 , y 0 ), y),



so



r 0 0 0 future coupon payments are valued at (1−λ)q (h(b , y ), y ). In the case of default - the second term on the right hand side of equation (5) - the current issuance is worth



q d (y 0 ),



which is



the expected value of the payment stream through exclusion and post-renegotiation as per equation (6). Since the original price



qr



is in units of the original bonds while the defaulted



˜b respectively. renegotiated debt ˜ b(y) is assumed



d price q is in units of restructured debt, I scale by Turning to the restructuring outcome, the



b0



and



to be deter-



mined in a static Nash bargaining game:



max W (b, y)θ(y) U (b, y)1−θ(y) b



U (b, y) the creditors'. ˜ If the recovered debt level is b, creditors expect to receive payo q(˜ b, y)˜b, the market value



where



W (b, y)



(7)



is the borrower's payo and



of the restructured debt. Note that the bond price here takes into account future default risk and can thus already at the time of restructuring lie below the risk free price. Borrowers on the other hand receive value debt



˜b



the next period.



E[V (˜b, y)]



when they re-enter credit markets with restructured



To the extent that this exceeds their threat point they prefer to
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7 As threat points - the payos if renegotiations fail - I follow Chatterjee and



renegotiate.



Eyigungor (2013) and assume a permanent breakdown of the borrower-lender relationship, so in this case the creditor receives nil and the borrower is in permanent autarky. I allow for the bargaining weight



θ



to depend on cyclical conditions, and discuss its role in more detail



in the next subsection. The payos are given by



  W (b, y) = Ey0 |y V (b, y 0 ) − V aut (y 0 )



(8)



U (b, y) = q(b, y)b where the value of autarky for the government is



V aut (y) = u(y) + βEV aut (y 0 )



(9)



Given the equilibrium I consider and the commitment problem of the government, the recovered debt level and the value of default do not depend on the level of debt that the country defaulted on, as in Yue (2010). This is the case because borrowing and restructuring are both forward-looking so that all that matters for the payos from renegotiating is future default risk. Finally, a Markov perfect equilibrium are value functions



V



aut (y), policy functions



V (b, y), V r (b, y), V d (b, y)



and



h(b, y), g(b, y) and ˜b(y), and a bond price function q(b, y) that satisfy



equations (2) through (9) with



b0 = h(b, y)



d0 = g(b, y).



and



3.1 Restructuring outcomes over the cycle I now turn to a discussion of the solution to the restructuring game and analyze the trade-os that determine the optimal restructured debt level as a function of output. Consider the rst order condition from the Nash bargaining game that characterizes the optimal solution:



θ(y) W (b, y) Ub (b, y) = 1 − θ(y) U (b, y) (−Wb (b, y)) where



Xb (b, y) ≡



∂X(b,y) denotes partial derivatives. It is useful to rewrite this as a ratio of ∂b



elasticities. Dene the relative debt elasticity as



eˆb (b, y) ≡



eU b (b, y) eW b (b, y)



(10)



7 Note that debt renegotiations take place conditional on y rather than y0 since they occur after the re-entry shock but before the next period endowment is revealed. The timing of this is not crucial and the qualitative and quantitative results do not change substantially if I assume that they renegotiate knowing the endowment shock.
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where



eU b (b, y) ≡



Ub (b,y)b U (b,y) and



eW b (b, y) =



debtor's payos with respect to debt



b.



−Wb (b,y)b W (b,y) are just the elasticities of the creditors' and The rst order condition can then be written as



θ(y) = eˆb (b, y) 1 − θ(y) Equation (11) shows that at the optimal



b,



(11)



the relative elasticity of creditor and debtor



payos with respect to changes in the debt level is equal to the ratio of the bargaining weights. Suppose that the following holds for payos and default incentives, as will turn out to be the case in the numerical solution of the model: that default incentives are increasing in debt and decreasing in output; that both the creditors' and borrower's payos are increasing in output; and that the borrower's payo is decreasing in debt, while the creditors' is increasing



8 Finally, simplify to consider only constant bargaining weights for now (that is, the



in debt.



left hand side of equation (11) is constant). It is then clear why the



b



that solves equation (11) will be increasing in output. Consider



rst how the elasticity of both payos varies with output. At low output levels, changes in debt have a relatively small eect on creditor payos because of countercyclical default risk: At these low output levels default risk is high, and so any increase in debt does not increase its market value - the creditor payo - much. When default risk is zero, on the other hand, payos rise linearly with debt.



eU b (b, y)



is thus increasing in output.



For the debtor on the other hand, at low output levels, the payo - the expected value relative to the autarky value - is more responsive to changes in debt:



Additional debt in



bad times restricts the consumption set more than in good times because of default risk and correspondingly low bond revenues, while in good times changes in debt have less of an eect eect on utility since bond prices are closer to the risk-free rate - additional debt does not lower utility as much because default risk plays less of a role. output. So, taken together,



eˆb (b, y)



eW b (b, y)



is thus decreasing in



is increasing in output.



Next consider how the elasticity of both payos varies with debt: At low debt levels, default risk is low and so additional debt improves creditor payos almost linearly. At higher debt levels, those payos are less responsive to additional debt as default risk depresses the market value of debt. Conversely for the sovereign, default risk means that his payo varies more at high debt levels when additional debt aects consumption sets and utility both directly and indirectly by driving down bond prices. So



eˆb (b, y)



is decreasing in debt. Overall, this



8 I assume that the creditor payo is increasing in debt, and the borrower payo increasing in output. Both are numerically true for relevant areas of the state space where renegotiations tend to take place, but not globally. The creditor payo can become decreasing in debt beyond the peak of the Laer curve which never maximizes the surplus, and the borrower payo can be decreasing in output for very low or high levels of output. For these output ranges, the restructured debt level may be (weakly) decreasing in output, but it is not the area of the state space that the economy will visit and thus not what will shape the simulated data from the model later on.
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results in restructured debt being increasing in output: Higher output raises the elasticity ratio



eˆb (b, y)



and so optimality requires that



b



increase to keep the ratio constant.



Figure (2) illustrates this by plotting the equilibrium recovery outcomes from a version of the quantitative model. The top row shows the creditor and debtor payos as a function of debt for a range of output realizations (expressed as a fraction of average GDP). These are consistent with the discussion above: Creditor payo varies more with debt at high output levels, borrower payo less.



So high output levels are expected to be associated with high



restructured debt levels - precisely when the borrower's payo is less elastic. This is shown in the bottom row in the left panel: The equilibrium recovery functions



˜b(y)



(expressed as a fraction of average GDP) is increasing in output (except for very high output levels at which default and renegotiations are unlikely to occur in the simulations).



What



this implies for recovery rates depends on the level of defaulted debt: The right panel plots corresponding implied recovery rates



˜b(y)/b



as a function of arbitrary levels of defaulted debt



b.



3.2 Countercyclical bargaining power In the preceding discussion I assumed constant bargaining power, but in the quantitative model I will allow for bargaining weights to vary with output, and specically for the sovereign to have higher bargaining power in bad times. This means that the ratio



θ(y) 1−θ(y) in equation



(11) is decreasing in output, and one can see that this implies that the optimal recovery function becomes more sensitive to cyclical conditions: High output raises



θ(y) 1−θ(y) , so



b



optimally rises more than if



θ(y) = θ¯ is



eˆb (b, y)



and lowers



constant.



This section provides a possible microfoundation for optimally countercyclical bargaining



9



power in a simplied version of the main model and discusses empirical evidence for it.



The key ingredient in the simplied model is a benevolent third party that optimally chooses bargaining weights and is involved in the renegotiations but not the dynamic borrowing game. I will show that this framework can generate countercyclical sovereign bargaining power as an optimal outcome, which motivates the reduced-form specication in the quantitative model.



3.2.1



A simple model with optimally countercyclical bargaining power



Consider a stylized version of the model presented above that consists of only one period with two stages: A renegotiation stage, and a default/repayment stage. The government starts out excluded from capital markets and in stage 1 renegotiates the debt. In stage 2, they choose



9



There are in principle other ways of modeling excess dependence of bargaining outcomes on cyclical conditions (for example debt-dependent bargaining outcomes or alternative default payos). The choice in this paper is guided by empirical evidence and tractability - the goal to nest a standard version of quantitative sovereign default model. Exploring the theoretical and empirical relevance of other mechanisms will be left for future research. 14



Figure 2: Recovery outcomes in the model
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Log y Notes: The Figure shows the Nash bargaining outcomes from the calibrated model. The top left (right) panel shows that the borrower (creditor) payo is less (more) responsive to changes in debt at high output. This implies procyclical restructured debt What it implies for recovery



rates



levels (bottom left panel).



depends on equilibrium defaulted debt levels determined



outside the Nash bargaining game; the bottom right panel plots recovery rates for arbitrary defaulted debt levels.
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whether to default or repay, and consume. The optimal default/repayment decision thus is:



 0 d= 1 where



if



u(y − b) ≥ u(fd (y))



otherwise



b is the optimal renegotiated debt level to be determined in the rst stage and fd (y) ≤ y



captures a direct output cost of default just as in the main model. Re-entry is valuable to the borrower because it allows them to avoid paying this cost. In stage 1, the borrower and creditor renegotiate taking the bargaining weight



θ



as given



and anticipating the second stage default decision. The surplus from the negotiations is thus given by



 h i1−θ  [u(y − b) − u(faut (y))]θ b 1+r S(y, b, θ) = h i1−θ  θ 0 [u(fd (y)) − u(faut (y))] 1+r with



faut (y) output in autarky.



u(y − b) ≥ u(fd (y))



otherwise



The optimal renegotiated debt level is ˜ b



and the associated surplus is denoted



˜ θ) S(y,



if



= arg maxb∈[b,¯b] S(y, b, θ)



˜ θ). S(y,



is what the third party, say a supranational authority, maximizes with respect to



θ. They choose ˜b varies with θ.



the optimal



θ



taking into account how the decentralized bargaining outcome



It is possible to solve analytically for the value of



˜ θ) for the two corner cases θ = {0, 1}, S(y,



and to show, under the additional assumption that autarky costs of output are proportional, that



˜ θ) S(y,



is higher (lower) with



optimal bargaining weight



θ



θ=0



when output is high (low) - in other words that the



is countercyclical.



The assumption of proportional costs is sucient to ensure that the value of autarky is strictly worse than the payo from normal credit standing with no debt,



u(y) > u(faut (y)).



This arises in the innite horizon version of the model but needs to be assumed here in this 2 stage version for the bargaining problem to be well-dened. I make the stronger assumptions of proportional output costs in order to derive some analytical results as will become clear below.



˜ θ = 0), note that if stage 2 implies default then restructured debt is worth S(y, ˜ θ = 0) = 0. If there is no default, then S(y, b, θ = 0) = b which is nothing and S(y, 1+r maximized by choosing the highest possible b consistent with repayment, that is ˜ b such that To nd



u(y − ˜b) = u(fd (y)) ⇐⇒ ˜b = y − fd (y).



Overall the surplus (optimized w.r.t



b,



taking



θ=0



as given) is therefore



˜ θ = 0) = max S(y,







 y − fd (y) ,0 1+r



(12)



It is easy to see that this is weakly increasing in output provided output cost of default
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10



are non-decreasing:



˜ θ = 0) ∂ S(y, ≥0 ∂y Intuitively, the sovereign repays for suciently high output levels, even though he has no bargaining power, in order to avoid the cost of default. Non-decreasing output costs of default are standard in the literature (see for example Arellano 2008) and will also feature in the quantitative version of the model. To derive outcome is



˜ θ = 1), S(y,



note that with full bargaining power



˜b(y, θ = 1) = 0, ∀y ,



θ = 1,



the optimal bargaining



and the sovereign does not default in stage 2 for any output



realizations. The surplus (optimized w.r.t



b,



taking



θ=1



as given) thus is



˜ θ = 1) = u(y) − u(faut (y)) S(y,



(13)



which is strictly decreasing in in output under the assumption of proportional autarky costs,



faut (y) = φy ˜ ∂ S(y,θ=1) is ∂y



=



with



φ ∈ (0, 1),



u0 (y)



−



and since utility is strictly increasing and concave: The slope



0 (y)u0 (f faut aut (y)), and we have



that



u0 (y) < u0 (φy) ≤ φu0 (y) < φu0 (φy),



so



˜ θ = 1) ∂ S(y, = u0 (y) − φu0 (φy) < 0 ∂y



Now, since the surplus



˜ θ) S(y,



is decreasing in output for high bargaining power and non-



decreasing for low bargaining power, bargaining power is therefore optimally countercyclical provided there is an interior



yˆ ∈ (y, y¯)



There is no analytical solution for



such that



yˆ,



˜ y , θ = 1) = S(ˆ ˜ y , θ = 0). S(ˆ



but inspecting the expressions for the surpluses in



equations (12) and (13) it is clear that the value of In particular,



yˆ is



yˆ



depends on autarky and default costs.



increasing in the absolute cost of either, and increasing in the relative cost



of autarky. For interior



θ



there is no analytical solution for the surplus



˜ θ) S(y,



that the third party



θ is optimally countercyclical.11 ˜ θ) is θ ∈ [0, 1]. It shows that S(y,



maximizes, so I resort to a numerical example to illustrate that Figure (3) plots



˜ θ) S(y,



as a function of



decreasing in output for low



θ



y



for a range of



and non-decreasing for high



12 The optimal is countercyclical.



θ



θ,



so optimal bargaining power



switches from high to low when output rises more than



about 5% above trend in this parameterization.



10



d (y)] That is, provided ∂[y−f ≥0 ∂y I use the following parameterization: As in the main model, u(c) = c1−σ /(1 − σ) with σ = 2, r = 0.01, E[log y] = 0 and log y ∈ [−4σlog y , 4σlog y ]. For simplicity, I set fd (y) = faut (y) = φy with φ = 0.95. The results are robust to alternative default and autarky cost parameterizations as long as faut (y) < y, ∀y and faut (y) ≤ fd (y), ∀y, which arise naturally in the quantitative model, and are intuitive and fairly weak assumptions. Details are available on request. 12 Optimal bargaining power is at a corner for all parameterizations I tried. It is not possible to prove this 2˜ in general since it depends on the second derivative ∂ S(y,θ) which cannot be unambiguously signed. ∂θ 2
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Figure 3: Optimal bargaining weights
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log y



for a range of



θ ∈ [0, 1].



0.4



˜ θ) ≡ maxb S(y, b, θ) S(y,



as a function



It shows that optimal bargaining power is countercyclical:



The surplus is decreasing in output for low



θ



and non-decreasing for high



θ.



Third party involvement in the debt restructuring game can thus imply tilting bargaining power in favor of the borrower in bad times. Intuitively, the surplus is relatively low if the sovereign is not allowed to write o debt in bad times because default risk is high and the value of any debt that can be recovered is low. The third party internalizes this and optimally chooses high bargaining power for the sovereign in bad times.



3.2.2



Empirical evidence



The involvement of third parties in sovereign debt renegotiations is well documented empirically. Sturzenegger and Zettelmeyer (2007) provide an overview that this section draws on unless otherwise noted. Rather than being settled bilaterally, negotiations in the postwar era have been governed in part by international agencies ready to intervene in the debt bargaining process - the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the Paris Club (Lindert and Morton, 1989). For the most part this involvement did not constitute direct sanctions or military interventions against defaulting governments, as they sometimes did in the past, but instead took the form of regulatory pressure of forbearance with respect to creditor banks, involved multilateral organizations or mediation by government agencies, and sometimes also an explicit contribution to the renancing. Consider the Greek debt restructuring in 2012 as an example. One reason for the success of the restructuring - that is, high participation of private creditors and orderly implementation - that has been highlighted is that European governments put pressure on private creditors in their respective countries to accept the Greek restructuring oer, in part because they were
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ocial creditors themselves (see Zettelmeyer et al. 2013). A remark by Commerzbank CEO Martin Blessing cited in Zettelmeyer et al. (2013) captures this idea: The participation in this haircut is as voluntary as a confession during the Spanish inquisition.



13 Even though



individual banks may not have agreed to the deal, they were urged in no uncertain terms to accept it by their respective governments. Examples of third party involvement besides the Greek case include the U.S. Treasury or Federal Reserve during Mexico's 1989 Brady plan negotiations, and the Brady plan restructurings more generally, and the Bank of England during the 1976 negotiations between creditor banks and Zaire. Rieel (2003) reports that IMF sta was regularly present during negotiations with creditors in the 1980s to provide economic forecasts of the debtor country for creditors to assess their repayment capacity. In terms of direct assistance, several defaulters have in that context used IMF credits, including Argentina in their 2001 default. To provide further direct evidence of systematically stronger third party support during renegotiations with severe downturns, I look at the patterns of ocial lending in defaulting countries over the cycle and during defaults, and check whether ocial creditors make up a larger share of a countries external nancing in bad times. Table (2) reports the correlation of the cyclical components of output and the ocial debt share for the defaulting countries in my sample. The rst column reports the unconditional correlation, column 2 includes country and decade xed eects, and column 3 restricts the



14 The ocial debt share



sample to observations during which a given country was in default.



is measured as public external debt that is owed to ocial creditors, relative to public external debt owed to both private and ocial investors (see the appendix for more details on sources, measures and robustness). The table shows that during downturns and defaults, the ocial debt share rises. Ocial creditors, in other words, provide relatively more lending to defaulting countries in bad times. This is consistent with debtor countries being less concerned about successfully completing renegotiations with private creditors since they have alternative access to funds from ocial sources. It is moreover consistent with ocial creditors exerting pressure if they are concerned with recovering their investments as in the Greek case.



Both these eects would tend to
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increase the bargaining power of the debtor in bad defaults.



13



Wall Street Journal (2012) In this case I only report the regression with country xed eects. Including a time xed eect renders the coecient insignicant - there is not enough variation (defaults by the same country in the same decade). 15 These patterns complement the ndings in Boz (2011) who documents the countercyclicality of IMF programs specically (the use of IMF credits). 14
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Table 2: Share of public debt owed to ocial creditors (1) Output



-0.170



(2)



∗∗∗



∗∗∗



-0.130



(0.022) Observations



(3)



(0.022)



∗∗



-0.099



(0.042)



2613



2613



868



0.031



0.082



0.280



Country FE



no



yes



yes



Time FE



no



yes



no



Default only



no



no



yes



Adjusted



R2



Standard errors in parentheses Log output and ocal debt/ total debt, linearly detrended. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01 4



Calibration



I now turn to the numerical implementation of the model - the calibration and its quantitative predictions for recovery outcomes. I calibrate the model to Argentina and its 2001 default. Table (3) summarizes the parameters, along with the targeted statistics. The output process is assumed to follow an AR(1) process,



log yt = ρ log yt−1 + t ,  ∼ N 0, σ2 with the parameters



ρ



and



σ







estimated from linearly detrended quarterly Argentinian GDP



from 198 Q1 to 2001Q4. The quarterly risk free rate is set to 0.01 which corresponds to the average yield on 3-month U.S. Treasury bills between 1980Q1 and 2001Q4. I assume



u(c) =



c1−σ 1−σ



and set the coecient of relative risk aversion to 2, a standard value in the literature. The average maturity of the bonds is set to 5 years, that is



λ =



1 20 . This is within the range



of estimates of the maturity of Argentine external debt (see for example Cruces et al. 2002, Broner et al. 2013 and Arellano and Ramanarayanan 2012). The re-entry probability is set to



η = 0.25



which implies an average exclusion duration of 1 year. In the model, market access



and restructuring coincide while this need not be true in the data: Argentina restructured most of its debt 3 years after the default, but it was able to borrow externally in the year of the default.



16 I balance both factors in choosing the exclusion length parameter and present



sensitivity analysis on it below. As in Arellano (2008), the output cost of default is asymmetric



16



According to the WDI, Argentina registered positive public and publicly guaranteed external debt disbursements in 2003. Net ows (disbursements less principal repayments) turn positive in 2004. 20



Table 3: Calibration Parameter



Value



Description



Target description



ρ σe rf λ η σ



0.945



Persistence of output process



Argentine GDP



0.025



Std deviation of shock



Argentine GDP



0.01



Risk free rate



US T-bill rate



0.05



Bond decay parameter



Debt maturity 5 years



0.25



Re-entry probability



Exclusion 1 year



Risk aversion



Standard value



2



β χ θ¯ α



Data



Model



0.964



Discount factor



Avg spread



0.08



0.08



-0.234



Output cost



Avg debt/GDP



0.25



0.25



-0.610



Avg bargaining power



Avg recovery rate



0.23



0.23



7.868



Slope bargaining power



ρ(Recovery,output)



0.26



0.24



and higher in good times in order to generate substantial default risk in the model:



log y d = min {χ, log y} For the bargaining weight, I consider linear functions of the form



  θ(y) = max 0, min 1, θ¯ − α log(y) The parameter



α > 0,



α



governs the extent to which bargaining power is countercyclical.



When



then the sovereign's bargaining weight is relatively high when output is below trend,



and so a positive value for



α



will be what generates excess output sensitivity of bargaining



outcomes.



χ, along with the subjective discount factor β , the average ¯ bargaining power θ and its cyclical component α are set jointly to match average bond spreads The output cost parameter



of 0.08, a debt to GDP ratio of 0.25, an average recovery rate of 0.23, and a correlation between recovery rates and output of 0.26. The bond spread targets are based on Argentine JP Morgan EMBI spreads from 1993 Q1 to 2001 Q4. The debt to GDP ratio is external public debt to GDP from the WDI over the same time period. The recovery rate in Argentina's 2001 default is estimated to have been 23% in Cruces and Trebesch (2013). The correlation of recovery rates is the simple correlation from the data section (2) above.



The stock of debt in the



model is reported as the present value of future payments, discounted at the risk free rate. The annual spread in the model is calculated as



ra =



1 q(b0 ,y)



− λ.



per-period yield implied by bond price,



r=







1+r 1+rf



4



−1



where



r



is the constant



Gross recovery rates are simply



˜b(y) b .



I solve the model numerically using value function iteration, the computational algorithm is outlined in the appendix.
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Table 4: Data versus model: Targeted and untargeted moments Statistic



Data



Avg spread*



Benchmark



Acyclical



model



model



0.08



0.06



0.08



Avg debt/GDP*



0.25



0.25



0.26



Avg recovery rate*



0.23



0.23



0.35



ρ(Output,Spread) ρ(Output,Trade balance/GDP) σ(Consumption)/σ(Output) σ(Spread)



-0.79



-0.70



-0.71



-0.88



-0.62



-0.62



1.09



1.22



1.19



0.045



0.076



0.067



-



0.086



0.081



Default rate



* targeted in benchmark



5



Recovery rates in the quantitative model



This section examines the quantitative performance of the model. I rst show that it is able to capture untargeted emerging market business cycle properties. I then discuss its predictions for recovery rates and their cyclical dynamics, and demonstrate that it is important to account for the cyclicality of recovery rates for the purposes of correctly anticipating default events.



5.1 Model t Table (4) compares restructuring and business cycle statistics from the data (column 1) with those implied by the calibrated benchmark model (column 2). The empirical moments are based on Argentine data from 1993Q1 to 2001Q4, with output and consumption log-linearly detrended. All model moments related to restructuring are calculated as averages over all renegotiation observations in simulated data of 1,000,000 periods.



All model moment related to



business cycles are calculated as averages over data samples that each end in a default that is preceded by at least 74 quarters of good credit standing.



17 The default rate is calculated over



all periods of good credit standing. For each of these, the averages are taken over at least 1000 relevant samples, and I have checked that changing the length of the samples does not aect the results.



18



As Table (4) shows, the model successfully matches key emerging market business cycle features. It predicts a countercyclical trade balance and countercyclical spreads, as well as



17



74 quarters is the time between Argentina's previous default and the 2001 default that the model is calibrated to. 18 The business cycle statistics are similar when based on sample averages over all periods of good credit standing, except for the trade balance which becomes acyclical. This is because I now include more postrestructuring observations in which default risk is too low to contribute to a countercyclical trade balance. 22



Table 5: Data versus model: Recovery rates Correlation of recovery



Data



rates with... ... output trough in



0.26



Benchmark



Acyclical



model



model



0.24



-0.71



default* ... post-default spreads



-0.21



-0.67



0.38



... defaulted debt to



-0.46



-0.10



-0.92



GDP



* targeted in benchmark



volatile consumption, which were not targeted in the calibration. These reect countercyclical default risk: It is expensive to borrow in bad times so spreads are high when output is below trend, and the sovereign nds it optimal to improve its trade balance rather than borrow more. Consumption is more volatile than output as is the case in the data and in emerging market business cycles generally. The restructuring process per se therefore does not impede the ability of the model to account for emerging market business cycles.



5.2 Simulated recovery rates: Result of two forces The next subsection analyze the determinants of recovery rates and underlying drivers of these correlations in the model. The rst two columns of Table (5) show that the benchmark model is able to replicate the empirical relationship between recovery rates and other key variables of the model like output, spreads and defaulted debt: Recovery rates are higher in defaults with more benign downturns, as targeted in the calibration. It also reproduces the untargeted correlation of recovery rates with both spreads and debt: Borrowing after re-entry is cheaper if the sovereign repays a larger fraction of what they owe (-0.67 correlation of spreads and recovery rates vs. -0.21 in the data), and the sovereign repays a smaller fraction of what they owe the higher the defaulted debt (correlation -0.10 compared to -0.46 in the data). To illustrate the forces at play that determine these properties of recovery rates it is useful to contrast these statistics with the ones from a model with no excess output sensitivity in the bargaining process, that is with (labeled acyclical model).



θ(y) = θ¯.



This is the last column in Tables (4) and (5)



Table (5) shows that the acyclical model is unable to capture



the co-movement of recovery raters with the other variables qualitatively: The correlation of recovery rates with both spreads and output have the wrong sign. Recovery rates are higher in bad times, and the sovereign is able to borrow more cheaply the lower the recovery. This model also predicts a much stronger negative association between debt and recovery rates than is observed in the data. The co-movement of recovery rates is the main dimension along which this model does poorly, as the last column in Table (4) shows: It predicts higher average
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recovery rates, and as a result lower and less volatile spreads, but both spreads and the trade balance remain countercyclical, and consumption volatile. The reason why the model with no excess output sensitivity is unable to account for the cyclical properties of recovery rates is linked to the opposite eects that debt and output have on them. Equilibrium recovery rates, like all endogenous variables in the model, are a function of the two state variables, output and debt, and it is instructive to think about how each contributes to the dynamics of recovery rates separately. One can think of these eects as an output and a debt channel, respectively. Output aects recovery rates only via the numerator, recovered debt levels. As discussed, recovered debt is exclusively a function of output, and procyclical in the model to a degree that depends, among other things, on the excess sensitivity in bargaining power. The direct eect of output on recovery rates thus tends to help model performance because it makes recovery rates procyclical, as they are in the data. Debt aects recovery rates only via the denominator.



Whether the eect of debt on



recovery rates helps or hinders model performance depends on the equilibrium debt dynamics of the model. As it turns out, this model, like many of its class, implies procyclical borrowing and debt. The government borrows less in bad times because default risk would make it too costly. All else equal, procyclical debt implies countercyclical recovery rates. The direct eect of debt on recovery rates thus tends to impede model performance. As a result of these two opposing forces, the overall cyclicality of the recovery rate



˜b b is in



principle ambiguous. Quantitatively, the bargaining outcome needs to be suciently sensitive to output to more than oset the eect of procyclical borrowing on equilibrium recovery rates. Countercyclical bargaining power generates this excess output sensitivity and helps the model predict the observed co-movement of recovery rates with output and debt.
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Figure (4) illustrates both eects in the calibrated model. The Figure shows the recovery rate



˜b(y) b as a function of output for two arbitrary debt levels, high and low. In the same space,



it plots the scatter of simulated equilibrium recovery rate observations generated by the model. The top panel plots this for the benchmark model, the bottom panel for the model without excess output sensitivity. In the bottom panel, one can see that the theoretical recovery rate is increasing in output for given debt levels for most of the relevant output realizations, while the scatter of simulated data points is such that high levels of output tend to go together with high debt levels and vice versa, leading to a negative unconditional correlation between



19 The two forces are not completely independent as all endogenous variables are jointly determined in equilibrium. For example, the strength of the debt channel depends on the strength of the output channel and vice versa: Procyclicality of ˜b(y) aects default risk and default risk in turn shapes debt accumulation. A more procyclical ˜b (stronger output channel) tends to make default risk more countercyclical and thus b more procyclical - that is, it will strengthen the debt channel. Depending on the magnitude of this eect, it is therefore possible that procyclical bargaining power makes defaulted debt so strongly procyclical that recovery rates are still countercyclical. Quantitatively, this is not the case as shown in the benchmark results.
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Figure 4: Recovery rates in the model: Theoretical functions and simulated data
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Output (dev. from trend) output and recovery rates - the opposite of what is in data. In the benchmark model on the other hand (top panel), the recovered debt level is a more sensitive function of output so that the scatter of simulated data traces out a positive relationship between output and recovery rates. The key force in the model that works against it matching the data are its endogenous debt and borrowing dynamics. Table (6) show that the sovereign does indeed default on more debt when output is relatively high in the benchmark model. The table splits the sample of defaults observed in the simulations in half, according to output at default and compares debt levels and spreads conditional on output at default. One can see that in defaults that happen during severe recessions, output is on average 14% below trend, with debt at 26% of GDP. In mild defaults on the other hand, output is only 7% below trend and debt to GDP 7pp higher. Procyclical borrowing is a robust prediction, and a successful feature rather than aw, of
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Table 6: Output and debt at default, by severity of downturn at default Sample of defaults



Avg output



Avg debt/GDP



Below median output at default



-0.14



0.26



Above median output at default



-0.07



0.33



incomplete markets models with lack of commitment (see for example Arellano (2008) among others).



Consumption smoothing motives would usually imply that the sovereign borrows



in bad times, but endogenous default risk is countercyclical, making borrowing in bad times too expensive in equilibrium. These debt dynamics help these types of models replicate an important feature emerging market business cycles that is otherwise often dicult to account for in one good international macro models - a countercyclical current account. But, as shown here, by themselves they also contribute to counterfactual implications for the joint patterns of default and renegotiation, and one needs to incorporate forces that strengthen the output sensitivity of renegotiation outcomes for the model to successfully account for the data on both the default and renegotiation dimensions. The relationship between recovery rates and post-default spreads is analogously shaped by opposing eects of debt and output. On the one hand, low recovery rates reduce spreads because the outstanding debt will be lower and spreads are increasing in debt. On the other hand, low recovery rates raise spreads since recovery rates are low whenever output is low, and spreads are decreasing in output. Depending on which of the two eects on bond prices dominates, the model predicts either that countries face relatively low borrowing costs when they repay a large fraction of their debt, or - counterfactually - the opposite. As in the case of output, provided the output eect dominates the debt dynamics, the model can replicate the empirically observed correlations. Note that the calibrated model predicting high spreads after a restructuring with low recovery rates - that is, a restructuring that hurt creditors - has nothing to do with a notion of punishment.



The sovereign does not face higher interest rates because creditors charge



punitive rates to a debtor that has shown that he will renege on the promise to pay. Instead, it simply reects cyclical conditions and the fact that future default risk tends to be high during severe downturns. Creditors know that renegotiating in bad times carries a relatively high future default risk, even if a large share of debt was just written o, and this higher risk is priced into the new bonds.



5.3 Predicting defaults Including cyclical aspects of recoveries in the model is important not just for understanding their connection to other key macro variables, but also more directly for the purposes of
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correctly anticipating default events.



While aggregate default rates across the benchmark



model and the model with no excess output sensitivity are similar, as are many of the other key statistics (see Table (4)), there are systematic dierences in when the benchmark model predicts defaults to occur as compared to the alternative model that ignores the cyclicality of recovery rates.



In particular, if one ignores the cyclicality of recoveries, one is likely to



systematically be behind the curve and predict defaults to occur later in the cycle than they actually would. To illustrate this, I simulate time series from both models with the same sequence of shocks and at least 1000 default events, and compare the predicted defaults.



A quarter of



defaults observed are common to both models and occur at the same point in time.



The



remaining 75% do not match. Out of all defaults observed in the benchmark model, 40% are not observed at the same time in the alternative model. Figure (5) illustrates where exactly the acyclical model misses. It plots average output, debt/GDP ratios, default risk and spreads two years before and after defaults in the benchmark model. I then pick the same periods in which defaults occurred in the benchmark model, but from the time series generated by the acyclical model, and also plot these windows in the Figure. The Figure shows that in the acyclical model default risk rises systematically later than in the benchmark, and peaks a quarter after the default event in the benchmark model. It peaks at around 60%, showing that not all benchmark default events are associated with defaults in the acyclical model. If one ignores the cyclicality of recovery rates in the model, one therefore both misses a substantial portion of default events altogether, and predicts the rest systematically too late. The reason for the dierence in timing of defaults between the benchmark and the alternative model is that in the benchmark, the value of default is higher when output is low than in the alternative model. The government knows that it will likely be able to write o a larger share of its debt and is thus more willing to default in bad times. In the alternative model, default is costlier in these states of the world and thus occurs less frequently or later.
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Figure 5: Default events: Delayed in acyclical model
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6



Robustness and comparative statics



In this section I investigate which features of the model are important for accounting the stylized facts on recoveries. I show that long-term debt is crucial for the model to generate procyclical recovery rates:



Without it, there is not enough variation in spreads after re-



entry since with short term debt spreads only reect short term default risk.



Exclusion



duration and average bargaining power on the other hand are not important qualitatively: With longer exclusion duration the link between cyclical conditions at the time of default and the time of restructuring weakens, and so debt dynamics no longer systematically counteract the procyclicality of recoveries; this introduces noise and weakens the correlation but does not aect its sign.



Average bargaining power has non-monotone eects on the cyclicality



of recovery rates but likewise does not aect its sign. I also show that some excess output sensitivity in the restructuring process is necessary for the model to capture the data, in the sense that variations in none of the other parameters are able to do so.



6.1 Long-term debt The government in the benchmark model is assumed to borrow in long maturity bonds. The addition of long debt to sovereign default models has been shown in the literature to improve their quantitative success (see for example Hatchondo and Martinez 2009), so a natural question to ask is whether this is also an important feature to capture aspects of sovereign debt restructuring outcomes. This section shows that this is indeed the case: It is important to include long-term debt in the theory for it to match the negative correlation between spreads and recovery rates. The reason is that a model with short-term debt implies virtually no default risk immediately after a restructuring, and as a result generates spreads that do not vary enough with output to generate the negative correlation with recovery rates that are observed in the data. To see this, consider the extreme case of one period debt (λ



= 1),



and compare its bond



price with the benchmark model. With one period debt, the bond price reects default risk in the next period only since the bond that it prices matures after that - this can be seen easily from the bond pricing equation (5)). The equilibrium bond price function in this model does not vary at all with output for low enough levels of debt, where default risk is zero. This is also the area of the state space where renegotiations take place, and so the model has no hope of matching any correlations involving spreads, since these don't vary in those states. With long debt, on the other hand, the bond price reects not only current but also future default risk: For



λ < 1,



the current bond price depends on forecasts of future bond prices, based on



future output and borrowing policies. If the government is expected to increase borrowing in the future then this increases default risk on the current issuance and hence lowers the bond price today. Moreover, it has been shown in the literature that the government, if it borrows
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Figure 6: No variance in post-restructuring spreads with short-term debt
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Spread at re-entry long-term, extends borrowing more readily into the area of the state space where default risk is positive (see for example Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012)). In other words, default risk is higher with long debt even in low debt areas of the state space, and it varies more with the state. This is what allows the model to generate the correlation with recovery rates that are observed in the data. This is shown in Figure (6). It plots simulated recovery rates against spreads immediately after renegotiating from the one-period debt model and the benchmark model. The Figure shows that post-default spreads in the short-term debt model display much less variance than the benchmark model. As a result it fails to match the correlation between spreads and recovery rates. The overall point estimate is -0.04 but that is driven by a few outlier restructuring events that occur at very low output levels and are associated with both signicant default risk and zero recovery rates, as can be seen in the Figure.



Without these, the correlation



20 becomes signicantly positive with a point estimate of 0.33.



6.2 Exclusion duration A longer exclusion duration in principle weakens the link between output at default and output at restructuring, and thus the link between the two opposing forces that determine recovery rates: If defaulted debt and restructured debt are driven by dierent cyclical conditions, there



21



is in general no osetting eect from defaulted debt on the procyclicality of recovery rates.



20



The failure of the short term model to generate the spread/ recovery correlation weakens with more time post-restructuring but does not disappear - see the appendix for the correlation at longer horizons. 21 The same logic applies to the persistence of the output process. If output displayed no positive autocorrelation, there would be common determinant of debt at default and restructured debt. I do not present sensitivity on this since there is less uncertainty about, and variation in, the strong persistence of output processes empirically than there is surrounding the duration of default episodes. 30



Table 7: The role of exclusion duration



η



Exclusion



Spread



Debt/GDP Recovery



duration



ρ(Recovery



ρ(Recovery



ρ(Recovery



rate,



rate,



rate, Debt)



Output)



Spreads)



rate



1.000



0 qtrs.



0.10



0.07



0.19



0.52



-0.60



0.47



0.125



2 years



0.06



0.45



0.27



0.24



-0.73



-0.03



0.050



5 years



0.03



0.88



0.35



0.22



-0.45



-0.08



0.010



25 years



0.01



1.91



0.48



0.11



0.31



-0.12



To investigate how sensitive the model conclusions are to dierent durations of the restructuring process, I solve and simulate the benchmark model with re-entry probabilities ranging from 1 (immediate re-entry) to 0.01 which implies an average exclusion duration of 25 years.



This covers the empirically plausible range of durations of default events in the



data, although empirically the mean duration is fairly short, with most estimates in the range of 2 to 4 years (see for example Gelos et al. (2011)). Table (7) summarizes the key simulated model statistics: Average spreads, debt, recovery rates and the cyclicality of recovery rates. It shows that even for the longest exclusion period considered recovery rates remain procyclical, while the strongest eect of longer exclusion duration turns out to be on debt accumulation: Long exclusion periods provide disincentives to default, reduce equilibrium default risk and raise debt levels. The procyclicality weakens because debt dynamics tend to dominate the the recovery outcomes the longer the exclusion time. It will remain the case that defaulted debt levels are higher in a default episode with a lower output trough, regardless of the length of the exclusion: If a particularly severe recession triggered the default, then this trough will characterize the default episode regardless of its subsequent duration. Recovery rates, on the other hand, will be less correlated with the output trough the longer the exclusion, because output is meanreverting.



As a result, debt dynamics tend to dominate the recovery outcomes the longer



the exclusion time.



Nonetheless, the table shows that quantitatively for realistic exclusion



durations, the correlation stays positive even for the longest exclusion times considered of 25 years.
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6.3 Average bargaining power Average bargaining power of the sovereign matters for the cyclical properties of recovery rates but not so much that it overturns the benchmark results.



In the benchmark calibration,



22 Despite the stronger debt accumulation and lower default risk, it remains true even with longer exclusion that the trade balance is countercyclical. To the extent that cyclical conditions at the time of restructuring are correlated with conditions during the default, the debt dynamics that tend to lead to countercyclical recovery rates do therefore indeed still operate.
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Figure 7: Bargaining power of sovereign: Variations in average bargaining power
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Log output Table 8: The role of average bargaining power
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average bargaining power of the sovereign is zero since the non-cyclical component Here I investigate the eects of raising



θ¯.



θ¯ < 0.



Figure (7) plots the implied bargaining power of



the sovereign for a range of alternative values of



θ¯,



and Table (8) summarizes the simulated



data statistics for the dierent models. The Table shows the main results: Higher average bargaining power unambiguously lowers debt and average recovery rates, while it has non-monotone eects on the cyclicality of recovery rates as well as spreads.



To see why recovery rate cyclicality is not monotone in average



bargaining power, consider the following. If bargaining power is high on average, there will be many observations with zero recovery rates for a range of low output realizations. This weakens the positive correlation between recovery rates and output as average recovery rates fall. At the other end of the extreme, for low average bargaining power, the function be less steep for ranges of



y



where restructurings occur when



θ



˜b(y) will



is close to or equal to zero (see



also Figure (4)). This likewise weakens the positive correlation between output and recovery rates.
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Table 9: Recovery rates in the acyclical model Spread
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θ¯



6.4 Recovery rates in the model with no excess output sensitivity I nally show that the model with no excess output sensitivity is unable to deliver comovements of recovery rates that match the data. I nd that in the model in which recovery outcomes are purely driven by the elasticities of the Nash payos, the endogenous debt dynamics dominate, and lead the model to counterfactually predict higher recovery rates in bad times regardless of the parameterization. Table (9) shows the simulated model statistics for the model with no excess output sensitivity for variations in the key parameters: debt maturity, exclusion duration and average bargaining power. The correlation between recovery rates and output remains below -0.5 in all cases, very far from its empirical counterpart.



23 The correlations of recovery rates with



spreads and debt are similarly counterfactually high and low, respectively. Long exclusion periods, long debt and high bargaining power improve the model t, but not substantially so. Longer exclusion weakens the negative correlation since the output trough is less strongly correlated with output prevailing at the time of restructuring. Higher bargaining power weakens the negative correlation as the sample includes increasingly many observations
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I have computed these for a ner grid over the parameters than reported here, with the same conclusion. Results are available on request. 33



of zero recovery rates. The relationship between recovery rates and cyclical conditions during the default does not vary monotonically with debt maturity but the correlation remains well below zero. Overall, therefore, variation in Nash payos without excess output sensitivity are not sucient for the model to replicate the empirical co-movement of recovery rates with output, spreads and debt.
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Welfare



I nally turn to the welfare implications of the cyclicality of recovery rates, with two main results: First, I show that procyclicality of recovery rates is detrimental for welfare from an ex-ante perspective. Removing the excess sensitivity of output yields welfare gains of 0.25% of lifetime consumption according to the model.



Second, eliminating the procyclicality of



bargaining power and recoveries leads to larger welfare gains than reducing average bargaining power, suggesting that focusing on the cyclicality is more important from a policy perspective than on average recovery outcomes. The welfare measure is the consumption-equivalent welfare gain of alternative economies relative to the benchmark calibration, evaluated at zero debt and the unconditional expectation of output,



b = 0, y = E[y].24



Figure (8) illustrates the rst result. for a range of values of the bargaining power



θ



α,



It plots welfare gains associated with economies



the cyclical component of the bargaining power. For



α



below 2



is eectively constant and not a function of productivity anymore.



The Figure shows that lowering



α



suciently to remove the excess sensitivity of bargaining



outcomes to output amounts to welfare gains of around a quarter of a percent of lifetime consumption. The gains level o as the values of



α



is lowered because eective bargaining



power is decreasing in output only at the lowest output states which are unlikely to be visited. Welfare losses stem from the eect of the structure of the bargaining process on default incentives: More bargaining power in bad times increases incentives to default and leads to overall lower recovery rates. This in turn is priced in by creditors, increases borrowing costs for the sovereign in equilibrium, and thus entails welfare losses as he is less able to smooth consumption against endowment shocks. The welfare eects are ambiguous in principle.



There are gains from restructuring on



more lenient terms in the model with excess output sensitivity in the bargaining process. Nonetheless, these gains associated with higher debt write-downs are more than oset by the losses associated with the stronger default incentives this provides in the rst place.
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E0



For the benchmark economy A and a comparison economy B, compute welfare gain of B as ω such that



P



β t u(cA t (1 + ω(b, y))) = E0



P



β t u(cB t ). With CRRA utility, this is given by ω(b, y) = 34
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Figure 8: Welfare gains: Cyclical and average bargaining power (red dot: benchmark calibration)
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The right panel of Figure (8) plots welfare gains of variations in average bargaining power



θ¯.



It shows that lower values of



θ¯ and



thus higher average recovery rates are associated with



welfare gains of at most 0.13% of lifetime consumption. The reasons are similar as in the case of



α:



Even though in a default event there are gains from writing o more of the defaulted



debt, ex-ante it is welfare improving to provide disincentives to default. For suciently low levels of



θ¯,



welfare gains are exhausted as the eective bargaining power



θ



falls to zero for all



output realizations. Within the class of bargaining protocols considered in this paper, the optimal policy is to take away bargaining power from the sovereign, both on average and also over the cycle. It is detrimental to concede to haircuts, and in particular to be lenient if the default has occurred during particular severe downturns. In terms of relative magnitudes, the model suggests that avoiding procyclical recovery outcomes is more important than raising average recovery rates. The welfare gains from lowering



8



α



are more than twice as large as those from lowering



θ¯.



Conclusion



This paper has studied the joint determination of sovereign borrowing, default and restructuring outcomes. Recovery rates in the data are systematically related to other macroeconomic indicators of interest: Sovereigns impose higher haircuts when they default in severe recessions and are highly indebted, and pay steeper interest rates after writing o more of their debt. A sovereign default model with excess sensitivity of bargaining outcomes to output can account for these empirical regularities, and it highlights the relative importance of cyclical conditions as determinants of restructuring outcomes: Quantitatively, the eect of output on restructuring outcomes needs to outweigh the eect of endogenous debt dynamics inherent in
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the model. By themselves, the debt dynamics - while consistent with empirical features of emerging markets during non-default times, such as countercyclical current accounts - tend to produce counterfactual relationships between restructuring outcomes and the macro economy. Debt write-downs, and especially procyclical recovery rates, are found to be detrimental from a normative perspective.
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